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MAJOR, DAVID: Files, 1985-1987

Intelligence Directorate, NSC

This collection is arranged in four Series: SERIES I: Subject File (RAC Box 1-3); SERIES II: Chronological File (RAC Box 4); SERIES III: Filing (RAC Box 4); SERIES IV: Publications (RAC Box 5)

SERIES: I. SUBJECT FILE
RAC Box 1
Achille Lauro
Advanced Intelligence Seminar 11/20/1985
AISA
Airport Security
Vladimir Alexandrov
American University
Anatomy of a Diverter: (empty)
Army
Army: [U.S. Army Intelligence and Security Command – 01/31/1986]
Arrest in Moscow
AWARE System
AWARE System – February 1986 Correspondence – E. El-Shafey
Bilateral Agreements 1985
Bilateral Agreements 1986
Casey Meetings
Center for Public Diplomacy Studies
Chernobyl
Chin Case
Counterintelligence Capabilities 02/04/1986-02/13/1986
Counterintelligence Capabilities 02/14/1986-02/28/1986
Counterintelligence Capabilities 03/10/1986
Counterintelligence Capabilities 03/12/1986-04/02/1986
Counterintelligence Capabilities 04/03/1986-05/19/1986
Counterintelligence Capabilities 05/20/1986-05/22/1986
Counterintelligence Issues
Counterintelligence – NATO Major/NSC Staff
Counterintelligence/Countermeasures Major/NSC Staff
Counterintelligence/Countermeasures Major/NSC Staff: [CI/CM Recommendations]
Counterintelligence/Countermeasures Major/NSC Staff: [CI/CM Recommendations for CI/CM Capabilities of the U.S.]
[IG/CM Meeting 10/18/1984]
Interim Report to Congress on CI/CM
COMEX 10/03/1986 (1)(2)
COMEX 10/10/1986-01/13/1987
Davies (Major/NSC Staff)
Defectors
Defense Intelligence Terrorism
Diplomatic Security Act
Disinformation
[Documents Pulled]
Exchange 1985
Exchange 01/10/1986-01/31/1986
Exchange 02/01/1986-02/28/1986
Exchange 03/01/1986-05/31/1986
Exchange 06/01/1986-07/31/1986
Exchange 08/01/1986-09/02/1986
Executive Branch Reports to PSCI
Farewell
[FBI Information]
First Tour IO Project
FCI Technical Support
FCI Training
Geneva Exchanges 1982-1985
Geneva Exchanges 01/01/1986-01/17/1986
Geneva Exchanges 01/18/1986-01/21/1986
Geneva Exchanges 01/22/1986-03/11/1986
Geneva Exchanges 03/12/1986-06/19/1986
Geneva Exchanges 06/20/1986
GDR
Otto Gilbert
Hermann
HIPSCI
ISSO
Intelligence Missions of Other Communist Nations in the U.S.
Intelligence Research and Development Council
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ITAC Intelligence Brief

RAC Box 2
Lanyard/North Major/NSC Staff: June 1985
Timothy Laur
Lawrence Livermore National Labs
Leahy-Cohen
[NSDD 196 – Leahy/Cohen 04/30/1986]
Leaks
Lecture Notes (1)-(3)
Lectures (1)-(5)
Legislative Actions 09/23/1985-10/31/1985
Legislative Actions 11/01/1985-12/31/1985
Legislative Actions 1986
LHMs
Low-Intensity Conflict
LERP Handle: Defensive Counter Espionage
Medvid Case
MI-5
MLM Issue
Miller
National Counterintelligence Strategies
Budget – NIS
NOAC
NOAC Meeting Agenda 03/25/1986
NSDD 145 – Telecommunications Automated Information Systems Security
NSDD 196 – Counterintelligence/Countermeasures Implementation Task Force 1985
NSDD 196 – Counterintelligence/Countermeasures Implementation Task Force 1986
NSDD 197 – NSDD on Reporting Foreign Contacts and Security Awareness
NSDD [197]
Nicaragua
Nolan
North Korea [Contains Transfer Sheet Only]
OFM
OPSEC
Oriental Organized Crime
ORCON
Bruce Damian Otto
Action: Overflight Security
Overseas Presence
Pakistan
PMI
Pelton Case
PCLS
PRC Intelligence Major/NSC Staff
Ratification of the Income Tax Agreement with the People’s Republic of China
PNG Actions
Pollard 01/01/1985-12/14/1985
Pollard 12/15/1985
Pollard 06/04/1986
Pollard 06/05/1986-06/12/1986
Pollard 06/13/1986-06/30/1986
Pollard 07/01/1986-07/09/1986
Postal Union
Presidential Access Clearances
Presidential Radio Talks
President’s Report on CI/CM 05/01/1986-05/12/1986
President’s Report on CI/CM 05/13/1986-06/18/1986
President’s Report on CI/CM 09/15/1986
President’s Report on CI/CM [09/15/1986 – Copy]
President’s Report on CI/CM 09/18/1986-09/30/1986
Presidential Report on CI/CM Enhancements 07/21/1986
Presidential Report on CI/CM Enhancements 07/31/1986-08/05/1986
Presidential Report on CI/CM Enhancements 08/06/1986
[Soviet Acquisition of Military Significant Western Technology: an Update – September 1985]

IOB – CA
Press Guidance
Pressures (empty)
Prime Hostile Intelligence Target
RFE/RL
Registration Act
Roth Amendment Report on Foreign Espionage

RAC Box 3
Security Awareness
SIG (I) (08/30/1983-12/31/1985)
SIG (I) (01/01/1986-01/31/1986)
SIG (I) (02/01/1986-05/31/1986)
SIG (I) (06/01/1986-12/31/1986)
SIG (I) (01/01/1987-01/14/1987)
SIG (I) Structure
Shadrin
Soviet Activities in Commercial Fishing
Soviet Diplomatic Personnel
Soviet-East European Review
Soviet Embassy
Soviet Hostage
Soviet Intelligence Mission in the U.S. (empty)
Soviet Intelligence Threat in Third Countries – Assessment of
Soviet Kidnapping
Soviet Overt Intelligence Collections in the U.S.
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Soviet Science
Soviet Travel
Speech Folder Major/NSC Staff
Spies
Spy Dust Folder Major/NSC Staff
Spy Swap
SSCI (1)-(5)
Staffing of Embassies
Stillwell Commission Major/NSC Staffing (1)(2)
Summit
Surveillance
Talking Points (empty)
Technology Transfer Intelligence Committee (1)-(8)
Terrorism
[Terrorism] Pulled Documents
Terrorist Groups
Terrorist Summary Major/NSC Staff
Threat Assessment
TIGER TRAP
Transfer of Scientific, Technical, and Engineering Information
Travel
Trust Builders Group
TSCC
Tumorov
Union Speech
United Nations
U.S. National Security Structure
Visa Practice
Warning Assessment – USSR

SERIES: II. CHRONOLOGICAL FILE
RAC Box 4
Chrons 08/01/1985-09/30/1985
Chrons 10/01/1985-10/31/1985
Chrons 11/01/1985-11/30/1985
Chrons 12/01/1985-12/31/1985
Chrons 01/01/1986-01/20/1986
Chrons 01/21/1986-01/31/1986
Chrons 02/01/1986-02/13/1986
Chrons 02/14/1986-02/28/1986
Chrons 03/01/1986-03/31/1986
Chrons 04/01/1986-04/20/1986
Chrons 04/21/1986-04/30/1986
Chrons 05/01/1986-05/31/1986
Chrons 06/01/1986-06/30/1986
Chrons 07/01/1986-07/31/1986
SERIES: III. FILING
RAC Box 4, cont.
[Filing: 1985]
[Filing: 01/05/1986-08/08/1986]
[Filing: 08/09/1986-09/22/1986]
[Filing: 01/07/1987-03/02/1987]
[Filing: 03/03/1987-03/08/1987]
[Filing: 03/09/1987-03/12/1987]

SERIES: IV. PUBLICATIONS
RAC Box 5
[Tech-Busters – Sticker]
[Executive Intelligence Review – 02/13/1987]
Bibliography of Intelligence Literature – Defense Intelligence School, October 1977
International Technology Summary – 09/04/1986
Soviet Strategic Defense Programs
From Revolution to Repression – Human Rights in Nicaragua under the Sandinistas –
March 1986